COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
ELECTRICAL GROUND SUPPORT
SCIENCE INSTRUMENT
FOR ESA MA R S MI SSI O N

TIMELINE
C O M M U N I C AT I O N
S U B S Y S T E M O F E XO M A R S
CARRIER MODULE

2014

KICK-OFF
Start of the communication
subsystem design

2018

delivery
Delivery of the communication subsystem to OHB

exomars Mission

2020

launch
Launch of the ExoMars 2020
mission on Russian rocket

It is yet an unsolved mystery and
remains an ongoing challenge for
scientists to discover whether
there is, or has ever been, life
on Mars. ExoMars (Exobiology
on Mars) is designed to provide
scientists with information which
may help shed some light on this
age-old scientific debate about
the existence of life on Mars and
increase our knowledge about
the Red Planet.

The Space program consists of two missions to orbit around
and land on Mars, executed in cooperation by ESA and Ros-

Antwerp Space contributes to the second mission,
ExoMars 2020 with the delivery of

2021

Separation and landing of

cosmos, the Russian space agency.
The first mission called ExoMars 2016, was launched on 14
March 2016 and arrived at Mars in October 2016. This mission
comprised a Mars orbiter and a landing module. The orbiter
transported the landing module to Mars. The main objective

the Descent Module

the Communication subsystem
for the Carrier Module

was to test the landing technology. The orbiter will study the

TIMELINE
LaRa INSTRUMENT

2016

Martian atmosphere in detail. It includes a data relay commu-

The second mission is scheduled for a launch in 2020. It includes

The Carrier Module E lectrical
Ground Support E quipment (EGSE)

LaRa instrument
2018

a fixed Russian surface platform that will land on the Red Planet

the

LaRa

for integration into the sur-

on board of a Carrier Module. The scientific instruments fitted

organic and geochemical composition. The results will help to

of

instrument to Roscosmos,


surface. The platform and the rover will be transported to Mars

two meters and examine them to determine their mineralogical,

delivery
Delivery

and a rover with a mass of 350 kg that will explore the Martian

to the rover will take samples of the ground down to a depth of

kick-off
Start of the realisation of the

nication function to ensure connectivity with crafts during their
descent and surface operations, for both missions.

Separation

One Scientific i nstrument on
board the surface p latform: LaRa

clarify the extremely interesting scientific question as to whether

face platform

2020

launch
Launch of the ExoMars 2020

there is or ever has been any life on Mars and provide the basis

mission on a Russian Proton

for future Mars missions.

Rocket

OHB System has been participating in ExoMars since the beginning of the
industrial definition studies. Within the European industrial consortium, OHB
System is co-prime and was responsible for developing the orbiter module for
the 2016 mission, including the system responsibility for the propulsion system
and the mechanical and thermal subsystem. OHB System acts as prime for
the carrier module and several instruments of the Rover for the 2020 mission.

2021

OPERATIOn
Landing of the Exomars surface platform and start of
the LaRa operation

X- D S Ts
ROVER

T W TA s

S U R FAC E P L AT F O R M
RFDN

Communication Subsystem
S U R FAC E P L AT F O R M
WITH ROVER (STOWED)

DESCENT MODULE

CARRIER MODULE

Spacecraft are typically split into different
subsystems (e.g. communications, payload,
propulsion, …) assembled and integrated
together under the responsibility of the prime
contractor. Antwerp Space is responsible for
designing, integrating and testing the complete
communication subsystem of the ExoMars 2020
Carrier Module.

X- B A N D L G A
X- B A N D M G A
X- B A N D L G A

sections of the TT&C subsystem

Each subsystem of a large spacecraft is built

ESSENTIAL FOR THE MISSION

following the same pattern. A subsystem in-

The communication subsytem provides the

tegrator assembles and integrates different

composite spacecraft (CM) and descent mod-

DEEP SPACE TRANSPONDER

the necessary filtering to ensure the

units – provided by a variety of suppliers – and

ule (DM) with telemetry, telecommand and

(X-DST):

TT&C RF auto-compatibility and the

makes them work smoothly together. In the

ranging functions. These are essential for all

The X-band Deep Space Transpon-

rejection of out-of-band spurious sig-

case of ExoMars, Antwerp Space was selected

CM mission phases:

der demodulates the telecommands

nals.

to be the communication subsystem integrator
for the Carrier Module. The communication

It consists in the following main units:

and the four antennas. It provides

received at X-band, modulates the
For highly reliable monitoring and control.

subsystem on board the Carrier Module will

X-band downlink carrier with the

3 LOW-GAIN ANTENNAS

telemetry stream, transponds the

AND ONE MEDIUM-GAIN

enable the teams on Earth to send commands

To define the exact position where the DM

ranging signal, and generates the

A NTENNA:

to the spacecraft during the whole duration of

separates from the CM.

Differential One-Way Ranging (DOR)

Two low gain antennas (LGAs) are

tones.

located on the sides of the Carrier

the flight of ExoMars 2020 to Mars.

Module and are directed in opposite
Antwerp Space is responsible for de-

TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE

directions along the -Y and +Y axis

signing, integrating and testing the com-

A MPLIFIER (TWTA):

respectively in order to provide near

plete

The TWTA amplifies the downlink

omnidirectional coverage. The third

MAX DISTANCE TO EARTH 15 light-minutes

X-band signal.

low gain antenna and the medium

MASS (CM+ DM)

2600 kg

communication

subsystem

of

the ExoMars 2020 Carrier Module.
The supply of the different units has been

P R O T O N FA I R I N G

gain antenna are oriented along the

RF POWER (TWTA)

95 watt

subcontracted to different companies in Eu-

RF DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

-X axis and located inside the central

MASS SUBSYSTEM

31 kg

rope via the ESA Best Practices process led

(RFDN):

ring of the Carrier Module.

TRAVEL TIME

9 months

by Antwerp Space.

The RFDN ensures the connectivity
between the two Receive/Transmit

science instrument

Electrical
ground support
Antwerp Space is responsible for the
delivery of the Carrier Module’s Electrical
Ground Support Equipment (EGSE). It
enables thorough electrical testing of
all the spacecraft‘s subsystems. Through
automation, it enhances the efficiency of
the Assembly, Integration and Verification
stages. Antwerp Space’s work integrates
several dedicated testing subsystems,
including some own products, into a
comprehensive test bed.

LaRa (short for Lander Radioscience) is the name of a scientific
instrument to fly to Mars on board the ExoMars 2020 mission.
When it reaches the Red Planet in 2021, LaRa will be the first
instrument made in Belgium to operate on its surface.

The scientific payload integrated into the

Overall, LaRa will thus help us under-

The LaRa Instrument operates as a co-

surface platform will consist of several

stand the internal structure of Mars and

herent transponder beaming back to

instruments, LaRa being one of two Eu-

help us understand why Mars and the

Earth a signal transmitted from Earth.

ropean ones. The other instruments as

Earth did not evolve similarly. On top

The fundamental criticality of the co-

The EGSE is split into several Spe-

POWER SCOE:

well as the platform itself will be supplied

of that, the data gathered by LaRa will

herent transponder lies in the phase

cial CheckOut Equipments (SCOE),

Used to provide electrical power to

by Russia.

also allow to investigate the influence of

stability of the transponded signal. The

which all fulfil a specialised role into

the Carrier Module, and to verify the

the Central CheckOut System (CCS).

power interfaces.

the redistribution of masses, such as the

thermal stability goes hand-in-hand

The deep interior of a planet can be

migration of ice from the polar caps to

with phase stability. With the aware-

characterised by its rotation. Just like a

the atmosphere, and its impact on the

ness, during instrument design, that all

ber of subcontractors that are well

STAR TRACKER SCOE:

raw (liquid) egg spins differently than a

rotation of Mars.

building blocks have a phase variation

e stablished in the Space industry.

A system used to verify that the

cooked (solid) one, a planet’s rotation is

The following SCOEs are included in the

spacecraft’s star tracker module is

also influenced by the physical state of

The LaRa instrument is built thanks to

major building blocks will be tested for

ExoMars EGSE:

working as intended. The star track-

its interior. Therefore, the more scien-

the support of the PRODEX programme

phase stability, in particular under tem-

er is used to determine the space-

tists know about a planet’s rotation, the

of ESA and with financial support of BEL-

perature variations.

X-BAND RF SCOE:

craft’s position based on the position

more they can learn about its core and

SPO.

This SCOE is used to integrate and

of the stars.

its evolution. The LaRa instrument will

These SCOE’s are built by a num-

verify the proper functioning of the
spacecraft’s Communication Subsys-

CENTRAL CHECK-OUT

tem, and later on will be used for ver-

SYSTEM (CCS):

ification of the full Carrier Module.

The central computer system that

RF POWER

5 WATT

This SCOE is designed and produced

is used to control all SCOE’s and to

MASS 		

2 KG

by Antwerp Space

supervise the integration process. It
can be used to fully automate spacecraft-level test campaigns and easily
analyse their results.

DC POWER

35 WATT

SURFACE TEMPERATURE

-130°C +60°C

contribution to the overall system, all

For Antwerp Space, LaRa marks the cul-

receive a radio signal sent from Earth

The LaRa experiment has been designed

mination of a period of fruitful coopera-

and beam it back from the Mars sur-

by a scientific team from the Royal Obser-

tion with the team in charge at the Royal

face. The analysis of the characteristics

vatory of Belgium in Brussels. The instru-

Observatory of Belgium. It is a testimony

of the radio signal received on Earth

ment itself will be engineered and deliv-

to the company’s heritage and expertise

will enable the scientists to measure

ered by Antwerp Space, including the EM’s

in the field of radio frequency.

the planet’s rotation with an unprec-

(Engineering Models), EQM (Engineering

edented accuracy, thus inferring the

Qualification Model) and the actual FM

characteristics of its interior.

(Flight Model) that will land on Mars.
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